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For President Lincoln to achieve his purpose he used different strategies. 

For instance, he talked about states’ rights, politics & slavery. Lincoln’s strategies 

worked because he knew exactly what the people wanted to hear. He talked 

about how after the civil war was over that instead of fighting everybody just 

needs to get along and every live like normal people no matter what race you are. 

 Therefore after the Civil War slavery was lightened because African 

Americans were allowed to fight in the war. After the civil war Lincoln tried to 

stop segregation. For example, “until every drop of blood drawn with a lash shall 

be paid” and “God gives us to see the right let us strive on to finish the work we 

are in, bind up the nations wounds” he is talking about if God wants this to 

happen so let it be and that in the end something good comes out of it which is 

peace, and then maybe everyone will understand by paying the price and I’m not 

just refering to African Americans because I think it’s wrong to hate someone no 

matter what color of skin you have. 

 Furthermore Lincoln talks about politics which in my opinion I think that 

most that run for office say there going to do something yet when they win that 

position you never hear about them doing what they said. But in a way I guess 

that’s ok because then you know who to vote for the following year. For example, 

“Both parties deprecated war, but one of them would make war rather than let 

the nation survive, and the other would accept war rather than let it perish, and 

the war came.” No matter who it is or what party it is one allways tries to be 

better than the other and that’s how conflicts begin and then lead to war and kill 

innocent people that’s why when it’s time to vote you should see previous 

backgrounds for whoever maybe running for office and if they are a criminal 

report for doing bad things they shouldn’t be allowed to run. For example where I 

live there was a man and a lady running against each other and all you heard on 

the radio was about how bad the other one was and it makes you think that there 

both the same kind of person and that maybe neither of them should win that 

office. 

 Furthermore the rights in the United States are all screwed up and because 

of this bad things happen. For instance if we wouldn’t let other people from 

different countries go to school or live here maybe nothing would have happened 

in New York. What were doing is letting to many people live here and there taking 

jobs that people who want to work can’t get one. We also need better rights 

because this is a bunch of crap that people are living off welfare yet you see them 



in a really nice fancy car and a home that they don’t pay for. What we need to do 

is try to better some of these people who live off of welfare education. In my own 

experiences I have been working since I was 15 and still am working and I bust my 

butt for every penny I get and yet when I see my paycheck and see how much is 

being taken out it makes me mad because my money is going to some lazy person 

who lives in a good home and gets free good and doesn’t have to do anything but 

raise like 10 kids and it’s ok. We need a reality check here and these people and 

I’m not saying everyone is this way but they need to go out and look for a job so 

they how it feels to get money you work so hard for taken away so you feed so 

low life you don’t even know. In conclusion President Lincoln’s strategies got 

through to most people. I don’t know how this would go if it was being said now it 

might just work because President George Bush is a great President. 


